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Recently a number of contemporary philosophers have suggested that the erosion
of the ‘power of articulation’ of religious traditions has left a gap in the ethical
language of predominantly secular, individualistic, market-dominated modern
societies. Jürgen Habermas, for example, has stated that ‘Secular languages
which simply eliminate what was once intended leave behind feelings of
discomfort. As sin was transformed into guilt, and the trangression of divine
commands into the breaking of human laws, something was lost.’ (Habermas,
Faith and Knowledge) Perhaps one of the areas in which this loss is most keenly
felt is in the quest for a commensurate response to human evil, and in particular
to mass violations of humanity. Yet religious language, despite its expressive
potential, also runs a risk: that of bestowing an illusion of meaning on events
which demand to be confronted in their meaningless horror. The very hint that
senseless suffering might not be an ultimate aspect of reality can come to be
experienced as ethically intolerable.
The lecture will explore the tensions which arise at the interface between
philosophical and religious discourse, in attempts to deal with this ambivalence of
meaning in the response to atrocity. Is it possible to develop an ethical vision
that preserves the resonance of religious language, without evoking a
transcendent dimension or ultimate purpose, in ways which could be regarded as
mocking the victims? And, if this cannot be done, are we able to find a secular
ethical language capable of saying all we need it to say? This issues will be
explored through a consideration of the discussion between Rudolf Bultmann and
Hans Jonas, which arose from issues explored in the latter’s writings, including
his famous essay, ‘The Concept of God after Auschwitz’, along with the more
recent debate over evil between Emmanuel Levinas and Philippe Nemo.
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